BACKGROUND: "Clinical inertia" has been defined as inaction by physicians caring for patients with uncontrolled risk factors such as blood pressure. Some have proposed that it accounts for up to 80% of cardiovascular events, potentially an important quality problem. However, reasons for so-called clinical inertia are poorly understood.
INTRODUCTION
"Clinical inertia" is a recently described phenomenon of physicians failing to intensify medication regimens at encounters with patients who have uncontrolled risk factors. Clinical inertia, so defined, is pervasive, with reports from various health systems and for multiple risk factors, including blood pressure, cholesterol and diabetes. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] It has been cited to potentially account for 80% of cardiovascular events, suggesting that it may be an appropriate focus for quality improvement and possibly public reporting. 5, 6, 8 Given its widespread prevalence, so-called "clinical inertia" is surprisingly poorly understood. Medication management is a mainstay of medical school education, and most physicians would strongly agree that this is their responsibility. Yet, studies of established, uncontrolled hypertension patients presenting to primary care visits in the early 1990s revealed that medications were intensified at only 11% of such visits, 1 rising to only 21% in 1999. 2 In an accompanying editorial, O'Connor 9 suggested that rates should be much higher, but noted that reasons why clinicians do not intensify are unknown. The low rate of intensifying coupled with numerous reports of under-treatment of hypertension among individuals above guideline-recommended targets warrants attention. 4, 9 In fact, in clinical practice, intensifying medications to manage risk factors like high blood pressure is not always advisable. Many patients have other more urgent medical conditions that warrant attention. Furthermore, patients do not always take medications as directed, and few would argue that increasing a dose is ill advised if the medication is not being taken as directed. Therefore, the current broad conceptualization of "clinical inertia" includes potentially appropriate "inaction" vis-á-vis medication intensification. Quality improvement programs may be most effective if they can focus on true opportunities for improvement separated from potentially appropriate care.
To build the formative foundation for future work in this area, we empirically derived a model of clinical inaction with the goal of differentiating appropriate care from potential opportunity for improvement. Using the Nominal Group technique, a form of structured group process described below, we asked primary care clinicians why they do not intensify hypertension medications in their patients with uncontrolled high blood pressure. We used a formal sorting exercise and multidimensional scaling with hierarchical cluster analysis to organize their responses as a cognitive map. Based on this map, we propose an empiric model of clinical inaction, which identifies distinct physician-based and patient-based sources of reasons not to intensify, and provides an approach to differentiating appropriate care from true inertia. This model sheds light on why physicians do not always intensify medications; it can serve as a guide for the design of interventions and performance measures; and it can inform policy decisions regarding clinical inertia.
METHODS Information Gathering: the Nominal Group Technique
We focused first on physicians because medication intensification is directly under their purview, and they are likely to be the focus of performance measurements for accountability. We used the nominal group technique (NGT) to ask practicing physicians why they do not intensify medications. The NGT is a semi-quantitative method that lends itself to research in problem identification, with advantages over other structured group process techniques such as general focus groups. For example, NGT sessions do not allow any 1 individual to monopolize discussion; allow for group cohesiveness, which is conducive to self disclosure; are easy to implement; and results are easily interpreted. 10, 11 Our institution's Institutional Review Board approved the study. Panelists were convenience samples recruited via fax invitation from lists of practicing primary care physicians, and received a $200 honorarium for participating. NGT sessions took place in a virtual meeting room, with panelists calling in by phone while logged onto an Internet web site. After introductions and explicitly stating the purpose of the meeting, panelists were asked to silently generate answers to the following: "You are seeing an established patient with known hypertension. At this visit, the blood pressure is uncontrolled (>140/90). What are some of the reasons when you might NOT adjust the blood pressure medication?"
The group facilitator then solicited each panelist's responses in turn, generating a list visible to all panelists on the web site. Verbal exchange was limited to 1-2 sentences at a time, with the focus on understanding the meaning and logic of each item on the list. As is typical in the NGT, panelists were encouraged to "hitchhike", or follow up on other members' responses as a way of generating additional ideas. After panelists agreed that they had no additional items for the list, they were asked to vote anonymously online, selecting the 3 most important items on the list in their own opinion. The most important reason was given a weight of 3 points, the second most important a weight of 2, and the third most important a weight of 1. Each panelist therefore had 6 total votes to contribute. Results were summed by the facilitator and then tabulated and posted on the web site as a prioritized list reflecting the panel's opinion about the most important reasons why they did not intensify medications.
Information Sorting: Card Sort
To organize the results of the NGT sessions, we performed a card-sorting exercise. Each of the 21 items that received any votes for being the most important reasons by the 2 NGT panels was written on an index card. We identified another convenience sample of 9 practicing physicians, none of whom had participated in the NGT sessions. Each participant worked independently. They were given the 21 index cards to sort into piles using only their own criteria to make decisions about how they thought the reasons not to intensify should group together. The only constraint that was imposed was to sort the items into at least 2 but no more than 10 groups.
Information Analysis: Cognitive Map
To analyze the results of the card-sorting exercise, we used multidimensional scaling (MDS) 12 and hierarchical cluster analysis. 13 The goal of MDS is to reveal the psychological dimensions in the data that can meaningfully describe the underlying cognitive constructs that are used to make sense of a phenomenon. These analyses result in a "cognitive map," a term used to describe a spatial representation of how the items being analyzed are considered by the sorters to be similar to or different from each other. These types of data are sometimes called proximity or distance data, and this type of analysis has also been called "conceptual" or "perceptual" mapping. The empirically derived map in our study reflects how the card sorters cognitively organized the reasons not to intensify medications.
The data from the card-sorting task were first used to create a matrix for each participant. This co-occurrence matrix indicated the number of times each item was sorted with all other items (21×21 matrix). The individual co-occurrence matrices were then aggregated across all participants to form a group co-occurrence matrix. This matrix indicated the number of times all participants sorted each reason into similar or dissimilar piles.
The group co-occurrence matrix was then analyzed with MDS (ALSCAL algorithm) and cluster analysis to derive the cognitive map. MDS is a multivariate statistical technique intended to develop spatial structure from numerical data by estimating the observed similarities, or distances, between the units being analyzed. This iterative process is used to derive an optimal geometric solution that reflects the proximity of the data from the distances observed in the matrix (i.e., aggregated group cooccurrence matrix). The spatial configuration of the map therefore reflects the relative distance (similarity) between items, with similar reasons empirically mapped closer together, and dissimilar reasons mapped further apart, analogous to a roadmap. The map also determines the relative ordering of each attribute along the derived decisional dimensions. 12 The number of dimensions in an MDS solution is determined using several strategies. Perhaps most important is the goal of a maximally interpretable solution. Kruskall and Wish recommended "as it is generally easier to work with two dimensional configurations than with those involving more dimensions, ease of use considerations are... important for decisions about dimensionality" 14 MDS analysis results in two statistics that aid in selecting the number of dimensions for the solution, the R-square (RSQ) and stress statistics. The RSQ statistic reflects the extent to which the map corresponds to the actual proximity data. The closer the RSQ is to 1.0, the more closely the map represents the proximity data, with an RSQ>.90 suggesting high correspondence. The number of dimensions will increase the RSQ, but this may occur at the expense of interpretability as the number of dimensions rises above two. The stress statistic reflects the "badness of fit," with stress >.20 indicative of poor fit, and stress <.01 suggestive of a degenerate solution. Thus, solutions with RSQ>.90 and .01< stress <.20 are acceptable. If several possible solutions meet these criteria, the one with the most interpretable number of dimensions is generally preferable. Cluster analysis is another multivariate statistical technique which "divides a set of objects into a smaller number of homogeneous groups on the basis of their similarity," 13 facilitating the interpretation of the MDS map. The coordinates defining each item's position in multidimensional space resulting from the MDS analysis are used as input data in the cluster analysis, which also iteratively seeks an optimal solution. The agglomeration schedule is examined to select the optimal number of clusters. The cluster analysis results can be designated on the map as groups of like reasons, often by enclosing the clusters within lines. The cluster analysis can create multiple levels of such groupings, essentially grouping highly similar areas into "families" within more broadly similar "extended families."
It is worth noting that although MDS and cluster analysis are computationally sophisticated, they are not based on parametric statistics. Consequently, the validity of an MDS and cluster analysis solution is not sample size dependent, but a function of the representational adequacy of the sample participating in the sorting task. 15 Validity in this context is a function of the map's ability to accurately portray the data in a way that makes sense to the audience. While the location of items on the map is analytically determined, the meaning of the dimensions (i.e., axis labels) must be interpreted. A similar interpretation is required to present the results of a factor analysis, in which the meaning of the mathematically derived factors must be proposed. We used a standard approach to interpreting the derived dimensions by engaging the entire research team and examining the substantive differences between items at the extremes of the dimensions. 14, 16 An ideal interpretation makes sense to the audience.
RESULTS

Information Gathering
The initial 2 NGT panels generated remarkably similar lists of reasons not to intensify ( Table 1 ), suggesting that additional panels would not be likely to add new reasons. Therefore, we only conducted 2 panels. The 2 independent NGT panels had 7 and 6 participants, respectively. Two of the 13 participants were female, age ranged from 42 to 63; 5 identified themselves as general internists and 8 as family practitioners. Three graduated from non-US medical schools (one did not specify), with mean 23 years since graduation (range 10-37 years). Panel 1 generated 24 distinct reasons why they did not intensify medications, and Panel 2 generated 21 ( Table 1) . Twenty of the 24 (83%) items generated by Panel 1 had direct corollaries in the list generated by Panel 2, sometimes with remarkably similar wording. Likewise, 19 of the 21 (90%) items generated by Panel 2 had corollaries on the list generated by Panel 1.
Panel 1 identified 11 items as being most important, and Panel 2 identified 10 ( Fig. 1) . While there were differences in which reasons each panel rated as most important, the same reason was rated most important by both panels. For Panel 1, the most important reason was that "patients were currently 
Information Sorting and the Cognitive Map
Nine practicing physicians performed the card-sorting exercise; none had participated in either NGT panel. Eight were general internists and 1 was an endocrinologist, ranging in age from 31 to 46. Five were women and 2 graduated from a non-US medical school, with a mean of 12.7 years elapsed since graduation from medical school (range 5-20). The MDS revealed 3 possible solutions. The unidimensional solution had stress=0.28 and RSQ=0.76, indicative of a poor solution. The 2-dimensional solution, also the most interpretable, had stress=0.09 and RSQ=0.95. A 3-dimensional solution had stress=0.04 and RSQ=0.99, providing only modest gain over the 2-dimensional solution. We therefore present the 2-dimensional solution. The agglomeration schedule from the cluster analysis revealed 4 groups of cognitively most similar items, each within 2 larger groups of cognitive similarity. The cognitive map resulting from the MDS and cluster analysis is shown in Figure 2 .
We propose that the upper left 2 family groups (dashed lines in Fig. 2 ) can be thought of as part of a larger "physician extended family" (solid line), within which the upper family group relates to the limitations of medications, and the left family group relates to possible transient elevations of blood pressure. The 2 lower right family groups can be thought of as part of a larger "patient extended family," within which the bottom family group relates to the presence of physical symptoms, and the rightmost family group relates to psychosocial reasons for not intensifying medications.
We conceptualize the x-axis as a dimension of physician decision making with a neighborhood of reasons more extrinsic to the physician's professional training on the right, and a neighborhood of reasons more intrinsic to the physician's professional training on the left. The reasons on the left are ones that result primarily from the physician's internal thinking process that relies on her professional training. Those on the right result from processes that these physicians viewed as more external to their professional training, and more involved with the patient's psychosocial situation, understanding or motivation. The y-axis may represent a dimension of physician decision making that has a neighborhood of high agreement among physicians on the reasons to forego medication intensification at the bottom, and a neighborhood of less agreement among the reasons nearer the top. For example, most physicians would agree that hypertension medication management is unwarranted when the patient is in acute pain, a clinical situation known to elevate blood pressure transiently. The lower half of the map therefore represents an area enriched for "appropriate inaction." On the other hand, a patient's blood pressure judged by one physician to be "at the best level of control" may be judged by another physician to leave room for improvement. The top half of the map is likely to be enriched for true clinical inertia (Fig. 3) .
It is worth noting that 61.5% of the total available votes for important reasons reside in the lower, "appropriate inaction" half of the cognitive map, suggesting that many of the reasons cited by physicians may reflect high quality care. The two reasons receiving the most votes for importance overall (not taking medications as directed (25.6%) and white coat hypertension (14.7%) are both within the "appropriate inaction" area.
DISCUSSION
The term "clinical inertia" has been used to describe "lack of treatment intensification in a patient not at evidence-based goals for care". 5 Our findings suggest that many such apparent "failures" to intensify medication regimens reflect potentially appropriate decisions in many cases. These findings suggest that part of the explanation for previously reported low intensification rates is appropriate inaction. Our empirically derived model of clinical inaction presents a framework that narrows the focus from all encounters at which medications were not intensified, to only a subset with more potential for improvement. Distinguishing potential clinical inertia from appropriate inaction is an important initial step for interventionists seeking to identify strategies to improve care and for policy makers seeking to measure quality of health care. Although some have proposed that intensification should occur at 80% of encounters where risk factors are not show signs of MI/anginaischemia seems to be worsening and I was worried about lowering BP *Reasons are presented in the order they were generated by the Panel.
Reasons in bold were those that received any votes for being most important.
controlled, 6 this study suggests that appropriate intensification rates may be substantially lower. Indeed, 61.5% of the total available votes for important reasons not to intensify reside in the "appropriate inaction" neighborhood of the cognitive map. Importance as rated by physicians may not reflect actual prevalence of these reasons in practice, and our study was not able to determine this prevalence. However, in a study of lipid management, medical record review revealed that apparent failure to intensify lipid medications actually reflected acceptable quality of care in 24% of cases. 18 Additional study of actual prevalence rates of appropriate inaction would help to quantify the size of the problem of true inertia.
It is worth noting that each reason even in the neighborhood of potential clinical inertia could in some cases represent clinically appropriate care. Consider the reason "at best level of control." If the patient has had a trial of 1-2 antihypertensive medications and is currently on only 1 agent, the patient might in fact be able to achieve better control if additional medications were tried. On the other hand, in the Antihypertensive and Lipid Lowering to Prevent Heart Attack Trial, only 68% of trial participants achieved the target blood pressure level after an average of over 4 years in the aggressive medication management environment of a clinical trial. 7 The 32% of trial participants who remained uncontrolled were likely to have received appropriate care. 7 In addition, "best level of control" may appropriately differ from patient to patient as patients increase in complexity, especially in the geriatric population. [19] [20] [21] The fact that none of the reasons generated by the physicians in our study stands out as clear instances of clinical inertia is noteworthy. We note that we purposely focused on physicians in this study, and it is possible that social undesirability may have prevented "forgetting to intensify" from emerging as a reason cited, leaving only more socially acceptable reasons. It is possible that observing actual practice could uncover reasons not generated by the physicians. Failure to intensify blood pressure medications: Empirically derived* cognitive map from the physician's perspective. *Cognitive map of 9 physicians' sorting preferences analyzed using multidimensional scaling and hierarchical cluster analysis. We conceptualize reasons mapping toward the lower right of the map as falling into a "patient extended family," and reasons mapping toward the upper left into a "physician extended family" (shapes defined by the solid line). Within each extended family are 2 distinct family groups of reasons (shapes defined by dashed lines). In the patient extended family, these family groups of cognitively most similar reasons relate to psychosocial and physical reasons; and in the physician extended family, they relate to potential transient elevations and limitations of medications. We propose that the y-axis may represent a domain of physician decision making relating to the degree of agreement on whether the reason is clinically appropriate for foregoing medication intensification. The x-axis may represent a domain of decision making relating to whether identifying the reason relies on, or is intrinsic to, the physician's professional training. HTN=Hypertension; OTC=Over-thecounter; Med=Medication. See also text.
In contrast to the ambiguity in the potential clinical inertia neighborhood, many of the reasons grouped by the analyses into the appropriate inaction neighborhood are more clearcut and potentially detectable. For example, acute complaints that warrant attention may be documented in the medical record. Medication nonadherence may not be consistently documented in medical records, but it may be detected in pharmacy data. Our empiric model can be used to define detectable exclusion criteria for intervention studies and in performance measures, focusing attention on where improvement is needed. Simplistic performance measures that do not separate appropriate inaction from opportunity for improvement may alienate American doctors, many of whom are disenchanted with aspects of the accountability movement. 22, 23 Our model of clinical inaction differs from previous models of clinical inertia such as O'Connor's et al., 5 which defines clinical inertia broadly to include all patients with uncontrolled risk factors without evidence of intensification. O'Connor's model was not empirically derived, but includes 3 major domains that are proposed to contribute to clinical inertia, namely, physicians, patients, and the health system. Our empirically derived model is from only the physician perspective, and mapped reasons into 2 extended families that were also proposed in O'Connor's model, namely, physicians and patients. O'Connor proposed that physicians are responsible for 50% of clinical inertia, patients 30%, and the health system 20%; these proportions were not empirically derived. While it is possible that physicians may not focus on health system factors when generating reasons for not intensifying, the reasons offered by O'Connor as lying in the health system domain were not generated by either of our panels. These reasons included lack of guidelines or disease registries, no visit planning, no outreach, no decision support, lack of team approach to care or poor communication between physician and staff. A strength of the empiric approach is that it sheds some light on whether these theoretical reasons are actually considered important by practicing physicians in their day-today decision making. In fact, most reasons in the 'potential opportunity' area of the map are in the physician extended family, suggesting that physicians themselves view the greatest opportunity to overcome clinical inertia as lying within their own power. Some limitations to this study are worth noting. We developed the empiric model based on a qualitative study of a convenience sample of 22 practicing primary care physicians, therefore it is possible that our results may not be representative. Nevertheless, the remarkable agreement between the 2 NGT panels on reasons why they do not intensify medications suggests that their opinions might reflect those of similar physicians. The empirically derived model is limited to the primary care physician's perspective, and it is possible that subspecialists, nurses, health administrators, and patients could generate different lists of reasons, rate very different specific reasons as most important, and group them differently. While these other perspectives are important, hypertension management is performed mostly by primary care physicians in the US, therefore understanding their unique perspective is an important initial step in better understanding clinical inertia. Lastly, our interpretation of the axes and underlying cognitive similarities of the empiric model is not the only interpretation possible.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the model of clinical inaction that we empirically derived suggests that, from the physician perspective, appropriate inaction is an important component of the previous broad conceptualization of clinical inertia. Our model presents an alternative framework that can be used to differentiate appropriate inaction from potential true clinical inertia. In contrast to appropriate inaction, clinical inertia may influence clinical decisions with the most variation from physician to physician. Before performance measures for public accountability can be implemented, further studies to better define true clinical inertia, quantify its prevalence, and demonstrate variability suggestive of quality problems should be completed.
